
Welcome to RN, RB and RS!          Week 12 – w/c 15th June 2020 

This week we will be carrying on with our “Under the Sea” theme 
Here are your suggested activities to complete during your time at home. We will be following the same themes in class, but the activities will be different 
so you won’t be repeating them if you are at home and school for part of your week. 
These are a list of suggested activities, please try your best to complete as many as you can!  
Don’t forget to email your class teacher or add your work onto Tapestry – we would like to hear from every child at least once a week please! 
 

Daily activities: 
• Reading every day 
• Name writing – if you can write your first name can you try your surname? 
• Word walls 
• Counting forwards and backwards to 20 

  
 

1. The Snail and the Whale 
Read / watch / listen to the story of “The Snail 
and the Whale” by Julia Donaldson  
(you can find it on BBC iPlayer 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episode/m000c
slw/the-snail-and-the-whale or there are lots of 
people reading the story on You Tube) 
Can you tell someone in your home what 
happened in the story? What was your 
favourite part? 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Measures - weight 
 Time to get baking! 
Find a recipe to make with your grown up – 
perhaps a sweet treat for you all to enjoy. 
Look closely at the recipe – can you see the 
ingredients list? Can you spot the 
measurements? They will usually ask for 
ingredients to be measured in grams or g for 
short, or perhaps in number of spoons. Work 
with you grown up to follow the recipe, reading 
the amounts and weighing out carefully using 
kitchen scales or measuring spoons. 

We would love to see photos / videos of your 
baking fun! Please email your teachers or upload to 
Tapestry – we can’t wait to see them! 

 

1.    Under the Sea music 
 
Learn to sing some songs that are linked to the 
sea. Perhaps about living under the sea, or 
sailing across it? Here are a few suggestions to 
get you started: 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R1Qn2bcZR
To&list=PLTkr9pVxp9pB9tMuSkjKffJHnZ3wFvzha 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nFxAiWkSe
Pk&list=RDtL2zlFNfbFs&index=3 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kq3kxtDJxR0 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tiFGso0KLvM 



2.   Rhyming words 
Julia Donaldson loves to create rhyming 
stories, and her most popular ones rhyme. 
Read / listen / watch the story again and this 
time listen out for the rhyming words. Pause 
the story each time you find a pair of 
rhyming words and write them down.     
For example: 
Snail      -      whale 
How many pairs can you find? 

 

2.      Estimating and checking 
 
Use the emailed sheet to complete some 
estimating challenges at home  
 
(please note one of the challenges is about 
going shopping – instead just look at your food 
shopping at home in order to complete the 
activity) 

2.    Jellyfish art 
 

    
 
Create your own dangly jellyfish! You could use a 
paper plate, cupcake case or a circle of paper for 
the head, and strips of paper or ribbon for the 
tentacles.  We would love to see your jellyfish art! 
Don’t forget to email or upload to Tapestry! 

 
3.   Lift wanted around the world! 

Imagine that you were given the chance to go 
on an adventure around the world on the tail of 
a humpback whale. Where would you go? 
What would you see? What underwater 
adventures can you imagine having? What sea 
creatures would you see there? What would it 
look like underwater? 
 
Can you write a short account of your 
underwater adventure? 
 
Remember to use your sound mats to help 
you, and don’t forget to leave clear finger 
spaces between each of your words. 

3.    Measures – length 
        Can you measure the length of different spaces 

by counting your footsteps? 
 
Make sure you have a clear line to walk from 
one side of the room to the other – how many 
footsteps long is it? 
 
Now ask someone in your family to measure 
the length of the room in their footsteps – do 
they take more steps or less? Who has the 
biggest feet? 
 
How else could you measure around the 
house? What can you measure in handprints? 
Arm lengths? Your whole body from head to 
toe? 

         
 

3.   Exercise 
       In class last week we thought about how we 

could move like different sea creatures. What 
ways can you think of?  

You could: 
- Sidestep like a crab, snapping your fingers 
- Wriggle your arms like an octopus 
- Dive like a dolphin 
- Slither like a sea snake 

 
Think of some actions for different sea 
creatures and then turn it into a game. Ask your 
grown up to call out different sea creatures for 
you to move like. How quickly can you change 
your actions? 
 
You could turn it into a guessing game – choose 
an animal without telling anyone and start 
moving like them – can they guess which sea 
creature you are? 

 



4.     Describing words 
The tiny snail and the great big whale are very 
different sizes. How many other words can 
you think of that could describe their size?  
Write a list of words that could describe the 
snail, and then a list of words describing the 
whale.  
 

4.    Measures – length and height 
Choose one of the size ordering sheets to print 
out. Carefully cut out each of the sea creatures 
on the page, and then arrange them in order of 
size, from smallest to biggest. 

 

4. Oceans 
        Last week in school we started learning about 

the names of the Oceans. Have a look at these 
music videos to help you learn some facts 
about them: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X6BE4VcYngQ 
 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vfv7TF9RHbY 
  
 
   
 

5.     Phonics 
As well as phonicsplay don’t forget all the 
other places that can help you with your 
sounds. Have a look at Alphablocks this week 
on BBC iPlayer -
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b01cz0p
1/alphablocks 
 
(Choose episodes to watch based on the 
sounds you are working on.  
Series 2 uses the sounds in phase 2,  
Series 3 uses sounds found in phase 3,  
Series 4 starts introducing phase 5 sounds) 

 
 

 

5.    Recap addition and subtraction 
Have a recap of all of the work you have done at 
home on addition and subtraction. Talk about 
the different words that can be used that mean 
the same as add (plus, more, makes…) and 
subtract (takeaway, minus, less…) 
Try some simple adding and subtracting number 
sentences and solve them in different ways. 
-Put the biggest number in your head and count 
on / back using your fingers 
- objects to count altogether or see what is left 
- number line to jump forward or back 
 
Perhaps you could roll a dice in order to give you 
your two numbers, or perhaps make a simple 
spinner? 

         

5. RE – Jonah and the Whale 
Learn about the Old Testament story of Jonah 
and the Whale. If you have a Bible at home get 
an adult to help you find it, or you can watch it 
here: 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00wdnz1 
 
Jonah found it hard to say sorry to God at the 
start – why is it important to say sorry? Is it 
easy to say we are sorry for something? 
 
Is there anything that you may need to say 
sorry for? What can you do to today to show 
that you are sorry? How can you make it 
better? 

  
 

 

 


